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Dear Readers, 
two months and half of the rainy season have almost gone. Another month 
and half  are still left. The Northern part of the country has been flooded as it 
usually happens during this time of the year. Luckily there are no floods in 
our area and even though we are quite fed up with all this rain our life is not 
as miserable as the life of uncountable families living in those flooded areas. 
For the people of the Indian Subcontinent the rainy season is a curse and a 
blessing at the same time. 
It is a curse because it causes devastating floods and disrupts completely 
people’s ordinary life but it is a blessing at the same time because wherever 
there is a cultivable piece of land rice seedlings are planted. In a few months’ 
time these seedlings will produce abundant rice, the staple food of the 
inhabitants of these countries. 

A small piece of land for rice cultivation near Jisur Nam Ashram 
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The rainy season is also a time especially for children to enjoy themselves  
swimming in the ponds which at this time of the year contain sweet and 
clean water. Moreover water is not cold at all so also the girls living at Jisur 
Nam Ashram very often splash in the pond which was re-excavated a few 
months ago, as you can see in the cover of this issue of JNAnews. 
 
And now a few words on the main events which have happened this month 
of August. 
 
At the beginning of this current month Sunita Munda (her nick name is 
Kukumoni), a girl who spent several years with us got married. Her 
marriage has been an arranged marriage but we have understood that she 
likes the young man she has started sharing her life with : therefore we hope 
she will have a happy conjugal life. 
The village where Kukumoni will live with her husband at the moment has 
no teacher for the children who must be taught literacy and numeracy. 
Kukumoni has agreed to carry out this important and precious 
responsibility. 
We wish Kukumoni all the best for both her married life and for  her work as 
a village teacher. 

Kukumoni 
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Usually during this time of the year only brave and courageous people dare 
to venture into rural Bangladesh. 
Rain, mud, bad roads, mosquitoes, frogs and very often water snakes 
discourage foreign visitors to visit us. 
In spite of all these inconveniences two Italian young ladies paid us a visit 
and spent a few days with us. Their names are Anna and Veronica. Veronica 
is the taller one and Anna the shorter one. 
We hope they did not suffer too much venturing in this remote corner of the 
country. 

Veronica and Anna at JNA with some Munda girls 

 
 
The next news is about the 9th of August, the International Day of the 
Indigenous people of the world. 
Since several years also the tribal Munda people of the Sunderban Forest 
celebrate this day with great solemnity. 
This time the day was celebrated with even greater solemnity in Khulna and 
the gathering of around 300 Munda people (most of them students) was 
attended also by the two most important local Government authorities: the 
Divisional Commissioner and the District Commissioner. 
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The main theme of the day this year was the 10th Anniversary of the 
Declaration of the rights of the Indigenous peoples which were summarized 
as follows: right to survival, right to human dignity and right to well being. 
This event was quite successful. For its success special thanks must be given 
to Caritas Bangladesh who offered the tribal Munda people of the Sunderban 
Forest every kind of support. 

Fr. Luigi Paggi, a Munda Student and SAMS’ Director Krishnapada Munda 
giving their speech at Caritas Bangladesh’s Conference Hall. 
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Rally of the Munda Students in Khulna 
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The last news is about the beginning of a special training on leadership 
organized by the Munda Students’ Association. 
This training is supposed to be held once a month for several months. The 
organizers of this training have understood that without a new and efficient 
leadership the tribal Munda people of the Sunderban Forest will not be able 
to achieve great results in terms of social promotion and human 
development. 

Training on leadership takes place at SAMS head office, 
Munshigonj, Shyamnagar 
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Let’s see if sooner or later  the tribal Mundas of the Sunderban Forest are 
able to produce another Birsa Munda, the young man who struggled for the 
welfare of the tribal Mundas of Jarkand, the Indian province the ancestors of 
these tribal Mundas of the Sunderban Forest came from! 
 

 
 

You can find a huge information on the web about Birsa Munda, e.g. at 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Birsa_Munda 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Birsa_Munda

